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There are several techniques available in the
literature for detecting edges and boundaries of noisy
images, including the dynamic programming procedures.
Such procedures seem to perform better than others,
although demands of storage and CPU-Time are tremendous.
This inhibits the practical utility of dynamic
programming techniques.
An n segment boundary can be detected against the
noisy background using the concept of a "good” boundary.
This procedure has an optimization formulation in terms
of objective functions depending on edge strengths and
low curvatures. In the absence of convexity conditions,
the problem becomes that of unconstrained dynamic
programming. The research consists of the design of a
computational technique which requires reasonable amounts
of storage and computer time, thus making the procedure
effective as well as efficient in the presence of noise.
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The thesis involves the development of an efficient
dynamic programming algorithm for detecting edges of
noisy images. For discussion purposes consider a near¬
sighted person waking up in the morning trying to
interpret a distant object, say, a clock on the wall.
The object appears distorted and somewhat of a blur.
The object is said to contain noise. Squinting may
reduce some of the noise by acting as an edge detector.
It is not until the brain, acting as a computer,
processes the raw data and interprets the image. It is
then and only then that the person realizes that it is
time to wake up.
Although quite general, the preceding sequence of
events describes the basic process of edge detection.
After detection, the edges are linked to form an image.
There are several methods for linking edge elements and
some are reviewed within this thesis. A solution is
rendered to condense the amount of storage space
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necessary to store the results of step by step
calculations of the proposed dynamic programming
algorithm.
The remainder of the thesis is divided as follows:
Chapter II introduces the basic concepts of edge
detection; Chapter III provides methods for further
evolving the information into an interpretable image;
Chapter IV introduces the concept of 'good boundary' and
recursive equations of the dynamic programming algorithm;
and Chapter V deals with the details of an efficient
dynamic programming algorithm for detecting a good
boundary of a digitized image. The thesis closes with





An image is a visual representation of an object or
collection of objects. When a picture of an object is
taken the digitizer breaks the image into discrete points
of brightness (gray levels). These points are called
pixels (picture elements). Thus the entire picture
consists of two dimensional arrays of pixels with each
pixel characterized by its geometrical location
(coordinates) and a numerical value of its gray level.
Figure 2.1(a) represents an elementary image while figure







Fig. 2.1 (a) Elementary image (b) Digitized image.
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For further discussion purposes, a pixel is
indicated by a vector x * (x,y) and its gray level value
represented by a function t(Tt). The following diagram





















The pixel x is called a local edge element ■■ ■* -
length of x is associated in terms of its edge streng>
and slope. Thus an edge element has edge strength S(x)
and slope l(3c) defined by:
= f (x+1 , y) - f (x); A2 = ^




If Y and T are two local edge elements, then curvature
related to them is q(y,2) = “ \{z). An edge is a
combination of all of such edge elements.
The process which gives S and ^ is called a gradient
operator. Gradient operators measure the intensity of
gray levels. By comparing the differences of gray level
strengths from pixel to pixel, edges are determined by
selecting points of highest gray levels. In using the
gradient operators it is highly unlikely that the
brightness magnitude of any pixel will be measureless.
This is due to noise within the image. Noise in this
form is somewhat desirable because any filtering would
blur the edges, causing the loss of some important edges.
After the edges have been found the task becomes one
of connecting the edges in a manner so that the image can
be identified. The idea is to interrelate the local edge
elements which make sense in terms of higher level
components (edges). This is quite a task if every pixel
is considered. The idea of selecting the relevant edges
becomes difficult when an abundance of noise is present.
This problem is illustrated with Fig. 2.3 [l], which is
an image of the local edge elements yielded by one common
edge operator applied to a chest radiograph. The edge
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elements are unclear and somewhat distorted. It is
virtually impossible to determine the form of the ribs.
Fig. 2.3 Edge elements in a chest radiograph.
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The purpose of this study is to devise a technique
which is resilient to noise effects, while rendering the
edge detection process efficient. In the subsequent
chapters, this issue is addressed by first surveying
various existing techniques, and then providing the




There are several methods available for linking edge
elements. The following represents some of such methods
discussed by Ballard [1]: Searching Near an Approximate
Location (i.eredefining a boundary given an initial
estimate). Hough Transform, Graph Searching (representing
the image of edge elements as a graph), Contour Following
(hill-climbing technique) and Dynamic Programming (issues
of mathematical formulation of the globally best boundary
and its detection in the presence of noise). In the
subsequent sections, we provide a brief summary of each
one of these techniques.
Searching Near an Approximate Location
This method encompasses techniques that work towards
developing a boundary, given an initial approximation.
An edge operator is applied which picks up the points in
the direction of the initial selected point. The points
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with the strongest magnitude are selected. By piecing
together the strongest edges, a boundary is formed.
Using the structure as a guide, more boundaries are found
until the image detection is complete. This method has
advantages at best when the image being sought is a
preexisting image. In medical applications, for example,
when a doctor takes a chest Xray the location and form
of ribs are already known. This allows for the ready
detection of abnormalities. This technique, however,
performs poorly when preexisting knowledge of the object
is not available.
Hough Transform
The Hough Transform operates exceptionally well when
the image in question is noisy or data are insufficient.
The method itself is similar to the template matching
technique used in other methods such as Searching Near
an Approximate Location. The matching is done over the
entire area of the image, involving the construction of
a template and then comparing various points detected
within the image for a match. The Hough Transform
assumes a match and transforms boundaries that connect
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the template and image. This allows for the detection
of important edges that may otherwise be omitted simply
because they do not conform to a template. Such a
detection process is useful when the image is distorted
with noise, hiding significant edges. The computational
and storage complexity requirements are unfortunately
high.
Graph Searching
The Graph Searching method considers edges involving
the least cost to travel from node to node. Paths are
created by following the contour direction from one node
to a succeeding node. Tracking and storing the 'best'
path can be quite costly in terms of computer storage if
countless nodes exist. The idea of a 'best' path must
also be established. Paths that do not fit into the
scheme would be omitted, thus allowing for the
possibility of omitted boundaries.
Contour Following
The principal idea of the contour following method
involves the linking of pixels in the same contour
direction. This approach works well when there is little
noise present. In the presence of noise the contour
following method assumes the noise to be a part of the
image and attempts to include it within the boundary
scheme. This makes image interpretation unmanageable
under noisy conditions.
Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming is an optimization procedure
which aims at finding the 'best* solution when several
solutions may exist. Dynamic programming, thus, is used
to solve multi-stage decision problems. Each decision
transforms the current state into a new state. A
sequence of decisions, which yields another sequence, is
sought to maximize (or minimize) some value.
Dynamic programming works well with noisy images
because of its ability to build paths from several
different starting points. This is extremely important
for detecting images in noisy environments. For example,
if a path with noise that leads to a dead end is
encountered, the algorithm allows for starting at another
point without failure. It is for this reason that the
dynamic programming is chosen as the topic of this
investigation. However, even though the method proves
effective in detecting images in noisy environments, the
amount of storage necessary for computation became
increasingly large. The intermediate requirements for
stage-by-stage dynamic programming computation for a
large sized problem may become formidable. Thus, for
practical utility of this important class of edge
detection procedures, efficient computational techniques
are important. The subsequent chapters of this thesis
address such issues.
CHAPTER IV
GOOD IMAGE BOUNDARY USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
To formulate the boundary-following procedure as
dynamic programming, it is necessary to define an
evaluation function that embodies the notion of a ‘good
boundary*'. Suppose that a local edge detection operator
is applied to a digitized picture to produce edge
magnitude and direction information . Then one possible
criterion for a *good boundary' is the maximum weighted
sum of high cumulative edge strengths and low cumulative
curvatures. Thus the idea of a ‘good boundary* can be
defined and modelled as follows:
Edge Strength:
Curvature:
Q( y, 2 ) =^( y )-]5,( z )
1 3










In the following discussion it is assumed that the
gradient operator has been applied and edge elements have
been stored for further processing. For calculation
purposes we consider a matrix representing a digitized









































Fig. 4.1 (a) Matrix
1 5
Fig. 4.1 (b) Graph
1. Numbers in circles indicate edge strengths
2. Numbers along arrows indicate curvature values.
3. Arrows are drawn from a pixel to another only if the
latter is in its curvature direction.
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Example of Dynamic Programming Computation
1. Fg (x,) = 0 for all values of x^






5. Let value minimizing 4, and
Xn*,Xn_i*f.•X2*,Xi* be subsequent
corresponding values. Then the good boundary is
given by x^ * , X2* , • • x^* , x^^^^*.
"" ^12' ^13' ^14
Fg (x^ ) = 0 for x^ = x,2' ^13'
Now x2 = X22r ^23' ^24 ^ in x^'s direction)
Neighbors of X22 ^12' ^13 are processed as
follows:
^^22' " Min (x^ ) + Q(x^ 9 ^2 ^ ~ S(x^) ]
= X
1 2' x^3
= Min ^0 (x 1 2 ^ + Q(x 12' ^ 22 ) S(x^ 2 ^
^0 (x^3) + Q(x 1 3 9 ^23 ^ S(Xi 3 )
= Min { 0 + 3 - 4, 0 + 3 - 3 }
(X23) = Min { 0 + 0 - 4, 0 + 0 - 3, 0 + 0 - 2 }
(X24) = Min { 0 + 3 - 3, 0 + 3 - 2 } = 0
= -4
Similarly,
^2 (X33 ) = Min { -4 + 3
^2 (X34 ) = Min { -4 + 0






^3 {x^2 ^ = Min { -5 + -3-3 ) = -1 1
^3 (X43 ) = Min { -8 + 3 - 2 ) = -7
^3 (X44 ) = Min { -7 + -1 - 1 , -8 + 2
^3 (x^5 ) = Min { -9 + 3 - 5 } = -11
1 9
The minimum value obtained from calculations at each step
is circled. If there exist two identical minimum values,
the first is selected.
20








COMPUTER ALGORITHM USING DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
For discussion purposes consider a digitized nxn
2
picture with n pixels. Let the variable x^ (i=l,2,..,n)
with n discrete values x^=1,2,..,n refer to the ith row
of the pixel matrix. The (i,j)th pixel will be referred
to via value x^=j. In the subsequent discussion, we
assume that a gradient operator has been applied to the
digitized picture, the edge strength and gradient for
each pixel calculated and respective values stored in the
lists S^(l:n) and G^(1:n). Thus, if the edge strength
and gradient of the pixel are u and v then
^i^^i + 1 '^i^^i+1 ^ high-level description
of the dynamic programming procedure to detect a good
image boundary can be stated as follows:
1. Fq(x^)=0 for x^=1,2,3..,n;
2. For each x^^^^ (1<i<n) repeat step 3;
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3. For each discrete value =1,2,..,n repeat step
4;
4. If )=0 then go to step 5; else exit;
5. Find neighboring pixels = and
at the previous stage;
6. Select the edges which are in the same direction as
the detected edge at the previous edge (this can be
done by calculating the curvature
^i-1 ^^i^-^i^^i+l ^ ascertaining that )<
Gi_i(Xi), and execute step 7 for each such edge;
7. Find Fj^ (x^_|_^ ) =min [F^_ ^ ( Xj_)+Q( x^ , ( x^ ) ] , and
^i
store values )and ),where x^^* is the
minimizing value;
8. Find )=min[Fj^ ^ ^^n^‘''^n-l ^ ^n ^ ^ edges in the
^n
same direction, and store Fj^(x^_|_^) and Xn*^^n+1^'
9. Determine Fj^(x^^^ * )=min ) and let be the
^n+1
minimizing value;
10. Retrace the optimal path by repeating
Xj^*=Xj^*(x^^^ * )for i =n,n-1,2,1, giving the good
* * * *
boundary x^ ,^2 fX^ , Xj^^^ .
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The preceding algorithm is inefficient in regards to the
computational effort and storage demands in terms of
holding the intermediate computational results
Fi(Xi^^ )and i=0,1,2,...,n. The
intermediate storage must be maintained until
the procedure ends for retracing the optimal path. In
the following, we discuss the performance profile of the
algorithm formally.
For the purposes of complexity analysis, the
comparison operation is considered as a unit of work.
This choice is based on the fact that all other
arithmetic operations along with the assignment operation
are roughly proportional to the total number of
comparisons. Since our aim is to demonstrate asymptotic
behavior, this choice is reasonable. For storage
complexity, a storage cell required for one item is the
unit under considerations. For example, a value of a
variable or data item to be stored contributes one unit
of storage toward this complexity. We may also note that
input tables ) and ) contribute a constant
amount and hence can be ignored for the purposes of
considering the asymptotic behavior in terms of storage.
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Theorem 1;
The computational complexity of the algorithm is
given by 0(n ).
Proof:
Steps 4,5 and 6 respectively perform no more then
1, 1 and 3 comparisons, contributing at most 5 units of
work. Step 3 iterates no more than n times and each
iteration embeds steps 4, 5 and 6. Thus, a complete
execution of step 3 adds 5n units of work to the
complexity. But step 3 is embedded in 2 which iterates
n times. Since step 1 has no comparison operations,
2
steps 1 through 7 contribute 5n units of work. Out of
the remaining steps only 9 has comparisons which are at
most n in number. Hence, the total amou*. work done
2
by the entire algorithm is no more than 5n +n.
Now, (5n^+n)/n^=5+1/n —> 5. Hence, the
2
computational complexity of the algorithm is 0(n ).
Theorem 2:
2
The storage complexity of the algorithm is 0(n ).
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Proof:
Ignoring the storage requirements for input tables,
the intermediate processing will require storage for
sndx^ ^^i + 1^^ wherei—l,2,««»,n*
Thus the total storage is 2n^ •
2 2
Now, (2n )/n =2, giving a computational complexity
of 0(n^ ) .
We note that the amount of storage required for a
large size problem can become unreasonable. The task
herein is to devise techniques which may reduce the
storage requirements to a linear order.
First note that for a stage i, ) values are
used at the next stage (in calculating (Xj__|_2 ^ ^ • After
the completion of the computations at the stage i+2, the
values are no longer needed. This fact reveals
that no more than two tables of sizes n are needed at one
time. We will designate the table of stored values as
the "source table" and the table in which optimal values
are being stored as the "destination table". After
computations at a stage are completed and values stored
in the destination table, the roles of two tables are
switched by clearing the source table and making it
available for storage at the next stage.
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The intermediate storage of must be
maintained until the algorithm terminates so that edges
contributing to the sought boundary can be retraced.
This problem of storage of optimal decisions is the main
culprit in making dynamic programming inefficient for
most practical problems. Recently Warsi, et al [13] used
marking and pseudo-memory techniques for alleviating this
problem for constrained dynamic programming. In the
present case of unconstrained dynamic programming, a
method similar to the pseudo-memory technique is used.
Our strategy is to store + T ^ the location
of the input table ) or However,
a close look at the algorithm reveals that and
*^i^^i+l ^ are used at two stages, i + l and i+2. Thus,
these input tables are not available at i+1 for any other
use until stage i+2 has been processed. We solve this
problem by using a temporary buffer X(l:n). Suppose
(i+1)th stage is being processed and values
are needed to be stored. We use one of the buffers,
(say) X for this purpose. When this process is complete,
the input table S^_^(Xj_) is not needed in further
computations. At this point, the stored values Y(x^^^)
are transferred to freeing buffer X for storage
at stage i+2.
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In the following, the algorithm is described in
Qstails using only tables which are necessary.
A Storage Efficient Algorithm
A. Input Tables
(a) S^(1:n) (0<i<n): holds the edge
strength values of pixels of the row .
(b) Gj_(1:n) (0<i<.n): + holds the gradient
values of pixels of the row .
B. Tables for Processing
(a) F(0:1,1:n): This two dimensional table of n
entries for each dimension is equivalent to two tables
(source and destination) for processing objective
functions. Let st and dt denote the indices for source
and destination tables respectively. F(0,Xj_) andF{l,Xj_)
will alternately serve as source and destination.
(b) 2(1:n): This is for providing a temporary
buffer for holding values at each stage until
becomes available for transferring these values.
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We use the following steps to describe the algorithm
using pseudo-pascal, where statements within the same
level of indentation form a compound statement. Thus,
a group of statements within a loop and indented at the
same level must be executed together sequentially for
each loop iteration. Statements enclosed within "(*" and




1. (*Initiali2e F(0,.) as source table for next stage*)
For Xj_=l to n do
F(0,Xj^):=0;
2. For i=0 to n do
st:=i mod 2; (* find source table identity *)
dt:=i div 2; (* find destination table identity*)
For Xj^+1 = 1 to n do
If Sj^(Xj^ + 1 ) = 0 then
m:=oo(*initialize variable m for minimum*)
For
(*find curvature*)
Q(Xj^,Xj^_j_1 ) — (Xj^)“G^^i +1 ^
If Q(x^,Xj^^^ ) (x^ ) then
(* x^,Xj^^^ have same directions*)
V:=F( st ,Xj^ )+Q(Xj^,x^^^ ^"^i-1 '




If m <oothen F(dt, x^_|_^):=m;
):=x;
For = l to n do
^•=Y(x^+l);





If ) <Gj^(Xj^) then
V:=F(st,x^)+Sj^_^
If m > V then m:=V;
4 .
5-
If m < oo then
F(dt, Xj^^^ ):=m;
T(Xn+i):=x;
Let Xj^_|_^* be the minimizing value;
*
. := 2(x, );'n ' “ n+1
For i=n-1 down to 1 do
* _ *, * >
Xi =Si_-| (Xjj_ );
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Theorem 3
The storage requirement for the algorithm is 3n
giving a complexity of 0(n),
Proof: For processing optimal results, F(0:1,l:n) and
X(1:n) are required . This amounts to 3n storage.




This study involves designing an efficient dynamic
programming algorithm for detecting a good image boundary
in the presence of noise. A critical study of various
existing techniques reveals that other methods for this
purpose seem to perform efficiently; however, they do not
accommodate noise effects well.
The method of Searching Near an Approximate Location
works well when prior information about the image is
available. However, the lack of such information and
presence of noise add to its poor performance.
The Hough Transform method is suitable for detecting
edges when the image suffers from distortion, hiding
significant edges. However, it costs heavily in terms
of computer time and storage.
The Graph Searching method detects boundaries by
determining best paths. The method is generally fast,
but has two main difficulties: (1) determining the
criterion for a best path; and (2) the possibility of
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omission of those edges which do not fit into a given
best path scheme.
The edge detection problem for nearly noiseless
pictures can be best handled using the Contour Following
scheme. However, the image interpretation may become
unmanageable under noisy conditions.
The Dynamic Programming technique described in
earlier chapters has several advantages: (1) it has the
ability to build paths from several starting points and
if a path leads to a dead end, the procedure repositions
itself at another point without failure; and (2) it is
well suited for handling noise effects. However, the
storage requirements for holding intermediate results as
well as CPU time requirements for large-sized problems
are often formidable. The limitations inhibit the
practical usage of dynamic programming procedures. As
discussed earlier, the issue of intermediate storage must
be effectively dealt with before the dynamic programming
method can be freely applied to edge detection. The
psuedo-memory technique proposed in this paper represents
an attempt in this direction. It is hoped that the
developed technique will liberate the procedure from
34
traditional limitations and render dynamic programming
effective for boundary detection in the presence of
noise.
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